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Abstract 

Fun Flights is a charter flight brokerage agency that will provide leisure travelers with a 

fun and exciting experience alternative to commercial flights while maintaining competitive 

pricing.  The flight offerings are themed, non-stop, and visit premier destinations in the United 

States and eventually internationally.   

When comparing Fun Flights to the airline industry, it is bringing alternate social benefits 

through the promotion of free market economic values.  This is necessary, as healthier free 

market economic influences are the underlying functions necessary to instigate movement 

towards economic equilibrium.  Specifically, Fun Flights is bringing an efficient business model 

to eliminate lost revenue that can be applied to various industries, as well as inspiring and 

intriguing employment to a struggling sector.  The social trade-off of Fun Flights is the increased 

competition it is bringing to a badly wounded market.   

Fun Flights will be launching in the introduction phase of the product diffusion curve.  

By bringing an enjoyable flight alternative to the air travel industry while promoting engaging 

employment and operational efficiency, Fun Flights will help promote bringing the economy 

back into equilibrium as a social alternate value with focus on underlying values of the free 

market economic system. 

Venture Member Roles 

Megan Mignella: General Manager 
Handled outside communication and coordination of group project  

Rachel Kelly: Marketing Manager 
 Identified target markets and necessary promotion 

Ryan Ellison: Operations Manager 
 Developed operations strategy, identifying seat model and business relationships 

James Grout: Financial Manager 
 Created financial pro-forma statements and revenue model 
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Alternate Value 

Fun Flights plans to offer themed flight experiences to premier destinations along side 

charter flight benefits to the leisure traveler.  As a new venture it promotes bringing the economy 

back into equilibrium as a social alternate value with focus on underlying values of the free 

market economic system.  Its primary goal is to bring an enjoyable flight alternative to the air 

travel industry, while promoting engaging employment and operational efficiency.   

During times of economic recession there are key actions, which cause and can help 

recuperate the economy back to health.  According to economic expert Campbell McConnell, the 

economy is currently in the “recessionary trough faze” of the business cycle.  The key result of 

this stage is a reduction in Gross Domestic Product, which in today’s case is basically caused by 

decreases in consumer spending.  This is due to businesses’ faulty use of capacity resulting in 

inefficient production, unstable revenues, and ultimately an inability to maintain employment.   

The idea of a free market economy is that through proper and ethical business practices 

the business cycle will always regain equilibrium after affected areas are counteracted.  

McConnell states that for a situation like the one that currently exists, there are necessary actions 

taken to reach this economic zin.  Government spending is used to promote business investment.  

From this point, businesses that use efficient operations will thrive and be able to raise 

employment rates.  With rising efficiencies and employment, consumer spending will increase.  

In addition to government spending, the GDP will raise back to equilibrium levels.   

Primary Benefit 

Fun Flights’ chief alternative benefit is its proven operational efficiency.  Fun Flights’ 

primary competitive advantage over its competitors is its flight booking software, Zempty.  

Zempty is developed to create an easy to understand pricing model, which contrary to any 
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commercial competitor, decreases in price as the flight fills up.  This is done through the use of 

milestones, dropping the premium charged on the basic seat cost at different percentages of a full 

flight.  Then it charges all customers the final lowest ticket price.  Additionally, customers have 

the ability to create social network profiles that provide them with the option of sharing their 

flight plans with friends, families, and like-minded individuals in order to fill the plane and 

reduce everyone’s final ticket price.   

 

   Figure 2. 

Figure 2 shows the matrix of a mock 2-hour total round trip Fiesta Flight from Phoenix to 

Las Vegas.  Fun Flights proves the effectiveness of this efficient way to eliminate lost revenue, 

through easy to understand pricing and an incentive to use the customers as their own “sales 

force” in order to lower their own price.  This model can be licensed to other industries to help 

eliminate their lost revenue.  If this is proven in an industry as daunting as travel, it should be 

able to be applied to everything from restaurants and theaters to sports stadiums and special 

events.  Providing this opportunity to create more efficient operations in other industries will 

promote consumer spending from many different angles and ultimately, a healthier economy. 
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Ancillary Benefit 

Fun Flights’ ancillary alternate value is bringing employment opportunities back to the 

airline industry.  The economic recession had drastic effects on employment across all industries, 

and the travel and tourism sector experienced harsh drawbacks as well.  Figure 1 displays a 

decline of almost 5% in 2009 employment rates, its largest drop in history according to the US 

Department of Commerce: Office of Travel and Tourism Industries (OTTI).  This was roughly a 

loss of about 400,000 industry related jobs, brining total employment in the sector down to 8.2 

million. 

          

 Figure 1. 

Although Fun Flights initially will be a small fish in a big pond, they will be providing 

high moral intensive employment.  Within five years, Fun Flights will be operating roughly 600 

flights per year, with roughly 100 Fun Flights air attendant staff available and a small number of 

additional office personnel.  Being in a customer service based operation, these air attendants are 
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the face of Fun Flights and consequently, will provide most customers with their opinions of Fun 

Flights.   

For this reason, Fun Flights’ objective is to provide these employees with adequate 

training to build on-the-job confidence to aid in the fun and welcoming atmosphere Fun Flights 

is trying to develop.  In addition, employee moral is not an abstract idea, but rather concrete in 

the sense that it directly affects the quality of an individual’s output as well as reduce turnover 

(Brayfield and Crockett).  Thus, the employment offered and the atmosphere developed at Fun 

Flights will provide those inspired workers an environment where they will want to create a long 

lasting relationship. 

Trade-off 

Fun Flights entry into the airline industry will attract a primary competition with 

commercial airlines.  Most commercial airlines have struggled as of lately, which creates a social 

trade-off for Fun Flights.  Suzanne Cummins, a business law expert at the University of Arizona, 

states that competition is good for our economy.  It is what drives the free market system and 

allows individuals a chance to be a contributing factor to an industry.  However, in the airline 

industry, where hardship exists from every angle, increased competition creates more struggles 

for the wounded industry.  USA TODAY recently reported that airlines are struggling to utilize 

capacity and are considering downsizing planes in order to eliminate wasted revenues and 

properly meet demand (Grossman).  This decreased capacity can result in lost hubs; which 

ultimately will burden the consumer with longer flights, wait times, and additional costs as 

airlines pass down fees in order to operate at a profit.   

Benchmarks 

Industrial Benchmark 
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Fun Flights primary competitors in the travel and tourism industry are the commercial 

airline companies.  They are the primary competitors, because Fun Flights is providing an 

alternative for leisure traveler’s flight transportation.  Fun Flights has chosen Southwest Airlines 

as the main commercial competitor.  Southwest Airlines is a good focus because it primarily 

operates on the West Coast in the same cities as Fun Flights and its strong attention to customer 

service provides great competition and motivation. 

Currently the airline industry is experiencing difficulties as the drops in unemployment 

mentioned earlier from the OTTI report shows.  Figure 3 shows a SWOTT analysis of the airline 

industry’s current economic status.   

 

   Figure 3. 

The functional unit Fun Flights will use to compare its operations efficiency with 

Southwest Airlines is ticket price.  When comparing Fun Flights to Southwest Business Class, 

Southwest’s most similar offer, Fun Flights is more attractively priced to the consumer.  A Fiesta 

Flight (Fun Flights party themed flight) roundtrip from Phoenix to Las Vegas for the weekend is 

priced at $310 for a fully occupied flight.  This is based off a premium of 55% on an average seat 

cost of $200, which includes all flight related expenses like fueling, airport storage, and pilot 
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compensation.  Southwest Business Class charges $377.40 for their offering and $327.40 for 

their next highest level of service, booked at least a month in advance (Southwest.com).   

Beyond being able to beat Southwest’s price offerings, with the Zempty pricing model 

Fun Flights is able to breakeven for each flight at 60% full and operate at a net gain.  

Furthermore, by chartering the planes, Fun Flights will eventually be able to strategically match 

plane size based on seasonal and location demand.  However, the most efficient aspect of 

deriving Fun Flights’ ticket price is the free marketing it receives through the use of the social 

networking function.  By empowering our customers to be the primary sales force, Fun Flights 

has been able to create huge cost savings in both marketing and sales personnel expenses.   

Technology Benchmark 

The most closely related industrial peers to Fun Flights are the charter airline companies.  

The social alternate value that Fun Flights is providing can be directly tied to the charter airline 

companies.  Fun Flights will be chartering its planes through these companies.  Consequently, 

rather than stating that Fun Flights is doing things that other charter agencies are not, it is 

transferring the value onto them.  Typically, the common leisure traveler looking to arrange a 

flight does not approach charter agencies.  This is due to the persona that charter flights are for 

very wealthy individuals and businesses.  This is in part true for the smaller more personal jets.  

On the other hand, with the larger jets seating at least 50 passengers, it can be an economical 

decision.  The problem is that most leisure travelers do not travel in groups large enough to 

accommodate these jets and utilize their capacity.  Fun Flights provides that link between the 

leisure travelers and the charter companies.   

Through the operational efficiency of the booking model, Fun Flights assures that each 

flight chartered from the companies is utilized to full capacity.  Also, by offering the appearance 
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and accessibility of a commercial airline, Fun Flights will be brining more business to the charter 

companies.  This should promote the need for increased capacity among charter agencies and 

demand more employment.  By passing along these social alternate value factors, Fun Flights is 

helping to exponentially aid in the recovery towards equilibrium within the economy. 

Product Diffusion Curve 

Fun Flights’ primary initial geographic scope includes the West Coast with some 

destinations on the East Coast.  It will be operating out of LAX and Phoenix Sky Harbor due to 

the high traffic volume and large surrounding populations.   

Fun Flights will begin offering its first flights during the introduction stage of the product 

diffusion phase.  Fun Flights will be among the first to provide the charter flight experience with 

the accessibility of a commercial flight through the use of an online social network.  Even though 

the airline industry is dominantly established and charter companies have existed for some time, 

Fun Flights’ hybrid blend of benefits is very unique.  Fun Flights will be the first of their kind to 

purposefully allow travelers to join and promote a flight that represents their desires, interests, 

and personality while gaining the chartered experience for less than the commercial ticket price. 

Summary  

Fun Flights is a charter flight brokerage agency that will provide leisure travelers with a 

fun and exciting experience alternative to commercial flights while maintaining competitive 

pricing.  The flight offerings are themed, non-stop, and visit premier destinations in the United 

States and eventually internationally.   

When comparing Fun Flights to the airline industry, it is bringing alternate social benefits 

through the promotion of free market economic values.  This is necessary, as healthier free 

market economic influences are the underlying functions necessary to instigate movement 
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towards economic equilibrium.  Specifically, Fun Flights is bringing an efficient business model 

to eliminate lost revenue that can be applied to various industries, as well as inspiring and 

intriguing employment to a struggling sector.  The social trade-off of Fun Flights is the increased 

competition it is bringing to a badly wounded market. 

Fun Flights will be launching primarily on the West Coast and in the introduction phase 

of the product diffusion curve.  We will be the first to offer a flight with all the benefits of a 

charter flight, with the accessibility and affordability of a commercial flight.   Therefore, by 

bringing an enjoyable flight alternative to the air travel industry while promoting engaging 

employment and operational efficiency, Fun Flights will help promote bringing the economy 

back into equilibrium as a social alternate value with focus on underlying values of the free 

market economic system.
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